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JESCO Adds Adjustable, SmallScale, Square- and Round-Shaped
Recessed Downlight Line, Designed
For New Construction
Use
SG-LED
SGA-LED
New Product Introduction: RLET-P351 (3 ½” round),
RLET-P355 (3 ½” square), RLET-P401 (4" round), RLET-P405 (4" square)
Premier LED Recessed Downlights — designed specifically for new
construction, each 3-1/2" and 4", round or square, architectural grade LED adjustable
downlight is available in 15W or 20W for Insulated and Non-Insulated Ceilings.

Design: JESCO Lighting Group In-House Product Design and Engineering Team.
Manufacturer: JESCO Lighting Group, an American company founded 1998.
Product Applications: Premier LED Recessed Downlights are well
suited for any commercial, institutional or residential application where adjustable, highperformance, energy-saving lighting solutions are sought. Facility users and owners will
benefit from dramatic, fully-dimmable, pure-white lighting; and from significant long-term
energy, maintenance and replacement cost savings.

Product Description: JESCO Premier LED Recessed Downlights use
high-lumen, COB LEDs and are available with three different, field-replaceable reflectors
for focusing light into 16°, 24° and 43° beams. Special trim fittings allow for four specific
lighting applications – fixed straight down, adjustable beam angle, adjustable beam
pinhole and wallwash. Integrated high-efficacy LEDs, combined with dimmable drivers
and high-transmission optical diffusers ensure uniform light output for either model. The
3 ½” versions are available with an IC or a non-IC housing. The 4" versions offer an
architectural as well as an IC & non-IC housing. Premier LED Recessed

Downlights comprise a minimalist design that complements commercial, retail, and
upscale residential interiors — and virtually disappears into surroundings.
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For new construction or remodels, Premier LED Recessed Downlights are
offered in 120V and 277V and are thermally protected for mounting within insulated
ceilings. JESCO Lighting’s unique, patent-pending, inrush current protectors further
increase lifespan of each luminaire’s LED and dimmer.

Construction & Finishes: RLET-P351-15 offers a 3 ½” diameter trim.
RLET-P355-15 offers a 3 ½” square trim. RLET-P401 offers a 4" diameter trim.
RLET-P405 offers a 4" square trim. Round trims are available in White with either
Haze or White reflectors. LEDs may be specified in 2700K, 3000K, 3500K or 4000K
CCT with a 90CRI to meet a wide range of interior illumination requirements.
Additional innovative qualities for JESCO Premier LED Recessed Downlights
include:

• Estimated output of 1296 lumens from 15W and 1915 lumens from 20W
• Advanced die cast aluminum heat sink provides superior thermal
management for 50,000 hours of operation with 70% lumen maintenance.

• Integral thermal protector to sense over-temperature or internal failure.
• Dimmable with a Triac, ELV, CFL/LED or 0-10V controller.
• ETL listed, Energy Star rated; indoor dry/damp-location listed;
five-year warranty standard.

Contact Information: Learn more about JESCO advanced lighting products
and capabilities by visiting: www.jescolighting.com. JESCO Lighting Group’s new
architect-designed plant, warehouse and corporate office is located at 15 Harbor Park
Drive, Port Washington (Long Island), New York 11050. Telephone: (800) 527-7796.
Fax: (855) 265-5768. E-mail: sales@jescolighting.com.
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